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Ref. No.GCK/2023/.^otile|11 

(Affiliated to Kurukshetra University.Kurukshetra) 

URGENT NOTICE 

Students who have not yet submitted their ABC IDs to the respective teacher, as per 
College Notice No. GCK/2023/Notice/75 dated 23/11/2023, are required to submit their 

ABC IDs by 05/12/2023. This notice is most important, and it is mandatory for all students 
to have their own ABC IDs for examination purposes. Please consider this as the final and 
urgent notice in the concerns of ABC Ids. 

Video - 1 

As per the order of vice chancellor Kurukshetra university kurukshetra. ABC ID has been 
incorporated as a mandatory field in the online examination form on the IUMS portal. For this 
ABC IDs of each students of Ist vear NEP-2020 have to bc created. In this multiple channel can 

be used like Digilocker. Academic bank of eredit. QR Code. All the students of Ist ycar NFP 
2020 therefore have to be complete this ABC ID creation upto 28.1L2023. Tucsday positively 

Otherwise their examination forms and other further work related with universiiy will not be 
completed. 

Video - 3 

Sieps b Step guide for creation of ABC ID & GC approved ABC A"reasss 
Links are attached herew ith for vour reference. 

Date. 

Video 
2 

Video 
4 
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Pt. Chiranjilal Sharma Govt. College, Karnal (Haryana) 

Ref. No.GCK/2023/........ 

1. Digil.ocker Portal at hups://.digilocker.gov.in/ 
2. ABCwebsite at https://www.abe.gov.in/ 

Classes 
Arts 

(Ailiated to Kurukshetra University.Kurukshetra) 

Website link for the ereation of ABC ID. 

Students kindly submit your ABC ID (12-digits) and ABC ID card hard copy to the 
following staff members upto 28/11/2023 in the D-Block Computer Lab. 

Commerce 

ABC ID creation via QR Code scanning: 

Science/ 
Oriented Courses 

Sr. NO. 

Faculty's Name 
Mr. Abhinav Verma 

Ms. Neha Bhardwaj 
Job Mr. Anand Kumar 

Poonam Sharma 

Date. 

Name 
students 

(Br Cay--t siy] 

Instructor 

Kindly collect the 12-digit ABC ID an ABC ID card hard copy and also ensure the details of ihe 
students will be correct as per the particulars given by the students in their admission form. 

of Class 

Ms. Sarla 

All the concerned teachers/computer instructors are requested to prepare the list of the 
students that have submitted the ABC id as per format. 

Ms. Tushar Mani 
and Ms. Mr. Kamal Yadav 

College roll No. ABC ids (12 
digit) 

"2|T2| 223 

Principal 
Principal 
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